
Entries secretary:   Jade Hunter – littlewhittingtonxc@outlook.com 
Organiser:   Julie Nixon  
 
By kind permission of Mr & Mrs P Nixon   
 
Each entry INCLUDES £5 medical cover  
 
ENTRIES:   £30 per class includes £5 medical fee  

Rosettes to 6
th

 place (All classes) 
   Range of prizes in kind 
   Online entries only via www.horsemonkey.co.uk with correct payment  

Email entries may be accepted if a completed entry form is emailed to 
littlewhittingtonxc@outlook.com along with proof of payment 

   Postal entries may be accepted on request 
Telephone entries not accepted  
 

PAIRS:    £35 per pair where both riders have entered another class  
£50 per pair if single entry  

 
LATE ENTRIES: Entries close 9

th
 September  

A late entry surcharge of £5 per class will apply for entries received after the closing 
date.  
No entries will be accepted after Wednesday 11th September 
 
 

QUERIES: littlewhittingtonxc@outlook.com or 01434 672340 
 
REFUNDS: A refund is only available if withdrawal is before midday on the closing date (9th 

September) 
 
CANCELLATION: In the event of cancellation by the organisers, entries will be refunded with a £5 

deduction 
 
NUMBER BIBS: Competitors are requested to bring their own number bibs. A limited number will 

be available to hire on the day for £10 deposit. 
 
WATCHES:   Stop watches are not permitted 
 
RULES:   Pony Club rules will be adhered too throughout the day 
 
COURSE WALK:   The course will be available to walk from 1pm on Saturday 14th September 
 
TIMES: Times will be posted at the course walk and posted on our website on Thursday 

12th September 
 
PRIZE GIVING:  Please show the greatest of respect for our sponsors and attend the prize-giving, 

without whom this event would not be possible.  
 
PHOTOGRAPHER:   
 
 
 
 
RULES: This event will run under Pony Club eventing rules 2019. These can be found on the 

Pony club website.  
 Apart from the following: 

http://www.horsemonkey.co.uk/
mailto:littlewhittingtonxc@outlook.com
mailto:littlewhittingtonxc@outlook.com


1. Competitors eliminated may be allowed to continue if deemed safe to do so by 
the jump judge or official steward, so long as there has not been a horse fall or 
suspected rider concussion. In the event that competitors do continue, any one 
obstacle should only be attempted three times, after which they must continue 
to the next fence or leave the course at walk.  

2. The winner will be the closest to the optimum time (over and under). In the 
event of a tie, the competitor with the time within the optimum time will take 
precedence on the placing. 

 
HATS: It is MANDATORY for all competitors/riders to wear a helmet to current safety 

standards  
(PAS015 1998/2011. VG01.040 2014-12 with BSI kitemark or Inspec IC Mark) 
Full list is available on the BE website. Only skull caps will be allowed for cross 
country.  

BODY PROTECTORS:  Body protectors to BETA level 3 manufactured in 2009 or after are mandatory for X 
Country. If riders wish to wear air jackets they must be worn in addition and over a 
body protector.  

  
DOGS:  Dogs must be kept on a lead and stay within the parking field on Sunday 15th 

September. Dogs are permitted on Saturday 14th September when walking the 
course providing they are kept on a lead and cleared up after.  

 
REFRESHMENTS:  Kielder Meats will be available 
 
FIRST AID:  Whilst Little Whittington will do everything to minimise the risk of an accident, 

eventing is a risk sport and you fully accept the risks to yourself and your horse in 
participating. The medical cover at the event will be an ambulance/mobile medical 
unit, which contains a Defibrillator, Oxygen, Entonox, medical supplies. With a nurse 
and a First Responder. In entering the event you understand that this is the level of 
medical cover provided and will not hold the organiser or any other person 
responsible should it transpire that you need further medical attention beyond the 
skills of these medical individuals.   

 
HEALTH AND SAFETY:  - The organisers of the event have taken all reasonable precautions to ensure the 

health & safety of everyone present. For these measures to be effective, everyone 
present must take all reasonable precautions to avoid and prevent accidents and 
obey the instructions of the organisers, officials and stewards. 
- Visitors and competitors must adhere to signs and not go beyond the "No horses" 
signs 
- Horses left outside of wagons/trailers must not be left unattended 
- The organisers shall not be liable for any claims in respect of damage or accident to 
any person, whether competitor, servant, spectator, horse, vehicle or property 
howsoever caused in conjunction or arising out of the competition  

 

 


